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small hydraulic diameter, hence the Reynolds number in a
single channel is does lie in the range of laminar flow for
the most of actual operation condition. However, the
upstream channel in the monolith reactor is usually far
larger than the size of a single channel of the monolith
reactor, so that the upstream flue gas flow in the inlet of
monolith reactor is usually turbulent. Therefore, the inner
flow is supposed to transition from turbulent to laminar
flow downstream in the reactor.
Such flow transition should affect surface reaction in
the monolith reactor (ex. catalytic de-NOx reaction).
Kinetic and modelling studies of surface reaction in the
monolith reactor have been investigated by using onedimensional plug-flow reactor models (Beeckman and
Hegedus ,1991; Roduit et al., 1998; Tronconi and Beretta,
1999; Forzatti, 2001) and three dimensional monolith
models (Hays and Kolaczkowski, 1994; Fogler, 2005;
Ström and Sasic, 2012). However, since turbulentlaminar flow transition is difficult to account for, these
effects have been neglected in previous studies.
In honeycomb reactor, flue gas is often particle-laden
flow, and particle deposition to the wall sometimes affects
reactor efficiency, for example, ash particle deposits
reactor surface in the de-NOx equipment in a thermal
power plant and coverage of ash particle degrades the
performance of the equipment. Therefore, it is also
important to investigate the particle deposition behavior in
a monolith reactor.
Extensive literature exists on particle-laden turbulent
flows that have two homogeneous directions, such as
isotropic turbulence, channels and circular pipes.
However, considerably less work exits on the particle-

ABSTRACT
A monolith reactor is widely used to reduce pollutant
matter in the industrial field. A monolith reactor, which
consist of many rectangular channels, although flue gas
flows into the channel inlet in turbulent condition, flue gas
transitions from turbulent to laminar flow due to the small
hydraulic diameter of a single channel. In order to develop
a higher performance reactor, optimize the maintenance
schedule and extend lifetime of reactor, it is important to
understand reaction and degradation mechanism in a
monolith reactor. In this study, surface reaction behaviour
occurred on the wall and particle adhesion behaviour is
investigated performing a direct numerical simulation
(DNS). The results show that both surface reaction and
particle adhesion are promoted by turbulent eddies which
exists in the upstream region. However, the region which
exhibits the effect of turbulent eddies is different. For
particle deposition, the effect of turbulent eddies exhibits
only in the upstream region, whereas for surface reaction,
such effect also exhibits in the downstream region. This is
because of the remaining cross-sectional fluid motion
caused by the inflow turbulence. The magnitude of the
cross-sectional fluid motion is weak, hence such motion
only affects gaseous flow and cannot affect heavy particle
motion.

INTRODUCTION
A catalytic monolith reactor is widely used to reduce
pollutant matter both in a car and a thermal power plant. A
monolith reactor consists of a large number of parallel
channels separated by thin wall. The channel usually has a
1
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laden flow in the square duct. Phares and Sharma (2006)
investigated small particle deposition behavior in a
turbulent square duct using a direct numerical simulation
and clarified the effect of secondary flow on the particle
motion and particle deposition. Winkler and Rani (2009)
investigated the particle forces in a turbulent square duct
using large eddy simulation. However, they adopted the
fully developed turbulent flow, and particle deposition
behavior in the turbulent to laminar transition flow is
never investigated.
Therefore, the purpose of this study is to investigate
the surface reaction and particle deposition behavior in the
turbulent-laminar transition flow in a square duct using a
direct numerical simulation coupled with Lagrangian
particle tracking. The surface reactions are assumed to
take place in the computational cell closest to the wall and
reaction rate is given by a Langmuir-Hinshelwood-type
rate expression. A particle is assumed to deposit when it
reaches a distance from the wall equal or less than its
radius.
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where Ui and Γi and P are respectively the instantaneous i
component velocity, instantaneous concentration of
chemical species i and instantaneous pressure. Ψui in
eq.(2) is the momentum exchange between the continuous
and dispersed phase, which is considered by the particlesource-in-cell (PSI-Cell) method (Crowe et al.,1977) and
is expressed as
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where τp is referred to as the particle response time, which
is defined by
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Governing Equations for Dispersed Phase
The solid particles are tracked individually in a
Lagrangian manner. It is assumed that the particle material
density is much larger than the fluid density, ρp ≫ ρf, such
that the dominating forces acting on the particle by the
surrounding fluid are the drag and other forces (the lift,
pressure gradient, added mass and Basset) can be
neglected. Furthermore, the gravity force is also neglected.
The non-dimensional Lagrangian particle equations
are given as

NUMERICAL METHOD
Governing Equations for Continuous Phase
The governing equations for reactive turbulent flow
are continuity, momentum (the Navier-Stokes equaton)
and mass conservation equations for species i are written
as
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where D is the molecular diffusivity of NO in air and Sc
is set to 1.0 for exhaust flow.
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Here, Rep is the particle Reynolds number based on the
particle diameter, dp, and the relative velocity between
the particle and fluid:

(4)
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where Up,i is the particle velocity of particle number i, δc is
the cell volume (δc =∆1∆2∆3, ∆i is the width of the
computational grid) and nc is the number of solid particle
within the volume of the grid. Φ is shown later. In eq. (3),
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De-NOx Reaction on the Wall Surface
The de-NOx reaction is assumed to occur only in the
computational cell closest to the wall. Reaction rate is
given by the Langmuir-Hinshelwood type rate expression
as (Beeckmann and Hegedus, 1991)

ω is a chemical reaction source term, described in detail
below. These equations are normalized using the channel
width L=0.006m, inlet bulk velocity Ub=6m/s, kinematic

 K NH 3 Γ NH 3 
 E 
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viscosity ν=5.67×10-5m2s-1 and initial NO concentration
ΓNO=300ppm. These value are set to match the actual deNOx equipment operation condition in thermal power
plants. The Reynolds number, Re and Schmidt number, Sc,
are defined as

  Sk 0 exp 
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where S, k0, E, R, T, ГNO, ГNH3 and KNH3 are respectively
the specific surface area, pre-exponential factor, activation
energy, gas constant (=8.314JK-1mol-1), gaseous
temperature, NO and NH3 concentration and NH3
adsorption constant.

From boiler

To ESP

Element of honeycomb
type de-NOx catalyst

Computational Details
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the de-NOx
equipment in a thermal power plant, catalyst element and
the computational domain. The computational domain
represents the upstream region of a single square duct
channel in a honeycomb reactor. The dimension-less
computational domain was 10.0 × 1.0× 1.0 in the
streamwise (x), vertical (y) and spanwise (z) directions.
The origin of the co-ordinate axes, x, y and z was set at the
center of the inlet y-z plane. Non-slip boundary conditions
were imposed on the velocity component on the upper,
lower and side walls. Neumann boundary condition
(∂Г/∂xn=0) was imposed on the scalar component.

De-NOx equipment

Figure 1. Schematic of diagram of the de-NOx equipment
in a thermal power plant, catalyst element and the
computational domain.

___

Convective boundary conditions (∂Ui/∂t+ U ∂Ui/∂x=0)
were applied at the exit of teh domain. These boundary
conditions avoid the problem caused by pressure
perturbations being reflected off the outflow boundary
back to the computational domain (Ferziger and Peric,
2002).
In this study, the calculations were performed for a
laminar inflow condition and a turbulent inflow condition
in order to investigate the effects of inflow behaviour. For
laminar inflow case, the fluid is uniformly flows into the
computational domain. On the other hand, in order to
simulate a turbulent inflow condition, three-dimensional
isotropic turbulence was generated by the spectrum
method (Michioka, 2001) prior to the main DNS
calculation; the resulting flow profiles were stored and
imposed on the domain inlet at each time step.
The governing equations of eq. (1)-(3) were
discretized on a staggered mesh arrangement to construct
a fully consistent and conservative finite-difference
formation. The spatial derivatives in these equations were
approximated by a forth-order central difference scheme
except for the convection term in the mass-conserved
equation. A flux-transport (FCT) scheme (Boris and Book,
1973; Book et al. 1975; Boris and Book, 1976; Michioka
et al., 2003) was applied to this term, since the second- or
fourth order central difference scheme may produce a
negative value. The fractional step method (Kim and Moin,
1985) was used to solve the N-S equation. The time
integration of eq. (2) and (3) was carried out using a thirdorder low-storage Runge-Kutta method (Williamson,
1980). The numbers of the DNS grid points were 400 ×
128 × 128 in the streamwise, vertical and spanwise
directions, respectively. In order to correctly simulate the
near-wall regions, a non-uniform grid with a hyperbolic
tangent stretching (Huser, 2003) was used in the y and z
directions. To implement the DNS, the computational grid
size must be smaller than the smallest turbulent length
scale (Kolmogorov scale) and the smallest concentration
scale (Bachler scale). In this present DNS, the Bachelor
scale is equal to Kolmogorov scale because Sc = 1. The
largest grid size was set to be smaller than these scales,

Which were estimated in the inlet turbulence in the
turbulent inflow case. The time step, ∆t, was set to 2.0 ×
10 -4 s.
In this study, injected particles represent fly ash, hence
particle density, ρp, and particle diameter, dp, are set to
2200kg/m3 and 15μm, respectively. The flow was
assumed to be dilute; hence no particle-particle interaction
was taken into account. Particles are injected from the
inlet of computational domain and injection rate was set to
2.6. × 105 number/s. The initial velocities of the particles
are set equal to the interpolated fluid velocities at each
particle location. The time-integration of eq. (8) is carried
out using a second-order Adams-Bashforth method with
the same time step as the continuous phase. It is assumed
that all of particles, which reaches a distance from the wall
equal or less than its radius, deposit on the wall.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flow Behavior in a Monolith Reactor
Figure 2 shows the instantaneous and time averaged
streamwise and time-averaged streamwise velocities on
the (x, y) plane at z=0.It is clearly seen that inner flow,
which is uniformly injected to the channel, gradually
develops a laminar boundary layer in the laminar inflow
case, whereas the flow patterns are complex near the inlet
and flow transitions from turbulent to laminar flow in the
turbulent inflow case. Turbulence flow structure is often
characterized by the second invariant of the velocity
gradient tensor ∇u. The instantaneous iso-surfaces of the
second invariant Q = 1.0 for the turbulent inflow case are
shown in figure 3. Just downstream of the inlet, narrow
tube-like structure can be seen. This vortex shape is
typical of the isotropic turbulence. However, clusters glow
large and hairpin-like structure appears near the wall. It is
suspected that these hairpin-like vortices appear due to the
strong skin friction near the wall. These vortices then
3
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Figure 2. Instantaneous and time averaged distributions of streamwise velocity on the plane of z=0: (a) laminar inflow case;
(b) turbulent inflow case.
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Figure 3. Visualization of turbulent structures through the second invariant of the velocity gradient tensor Q = 1.0 for turbulent
inflow condition.

disappear in the downstream region due to the fluid
viscosity.

> 8.0), the inlet turbulence effect is clearly confirmed.
This is due to the fact that although small-scale turbulent
eddies, which contained in the inflow turbulence,
disappear, weak cross-sectional fluid motion still remains
in the downstream region. This cross-sectional fluid
motion is capable of disturbing the concentration
boundary layer and promoting NO mixing, resulting in the
increase of the reaction efficiency.

Surface Reaction Behavior
Figure 4 shows the instantaneous and time-averaged
NO concentration in the (x, y)-plane at z=0. The
development of a concentration boundary layer towards
downstream can be seen for both cases. In the
instantaneous distribution, the NO concentration is
disturbed by turbulence for the turbulent inflow condition.
In the time-averaged distributions, on the other hand, no
significant difference can be seen between laminar and
turbulent inflow case, unlike the case with the
instantaneous distributions.
In order to quantify the effects of turbulence on the
surface reaction, we calculated the reaction efficiency, Er,
defined as Er=(ΓNO,0 -ΓNO,x) /ΓNO,0. Here, ΓNO,0 is the
initial NO concentration and ΓNO,x is the cross-sectionalaveraged NO concentration. Therefore, Er of 1 means that
NO is completely decomposed. Figure 5 shows the
streamwise distributions of Er. Just downstream of the
inlet where x/L < 1.0, no difference in Er between the
laminar and turbulent inflow case can be seen. However,
at points further downstream, the Er values for the
turbulent inflow case become larger than that for the
laminar inflow case; at the points further downstream (x/L

Particle Deposition Behavior
Particle deposition behaviour was investigated only in
the turbulent inflow case. Figure 6 shows instantaneous
distribution of particle positions. Particles which
uniformly injected from the inlet move to the core region
of the channel towards downstream. This is due to the fact
that the flow from the wall to core region appears during
the development of the wall boundary layer.
Figure 7 shows the streamwise distribution of particle
deposition rate. Particle deposition rate takes a peak near
the inlet and decreases towards downstream. Near the inlet,
inner flow is turbulent, hence such disordered fluid motion
frequently transports particles to the wall surface and
enhance particle deposition. However, the inner flow
transitions from turbulent to laminar flow and the fluid
motion from the core region to wall disappears as flow
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Figure 4. Instantaneous and time-averaged NO concentration on the plane of z=0: (a) laminar inflow case;
(b) turbulent inflow case.
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Figure 5. Streamwise distributions of reaction efficiency.

moves to the downstream, meaning the particles hardly
reach wall and particle deposition is prevented.
Consequently, the surface of monolith reactor is covered
by particle only in the upstream region. Such result is also
observed in the de-NOx catalyst which is long-term used
in the thermal power plant (Tanno, 2009)

CONCLUSION
Surface reaction behaviour occurred on the wall
surface and particle deposition behaviour in the monolith
reactor channel have been investigated performing a direct
numerical simulation (DNS). The flow in a monolith
reactor channel transitions from turbulent to laminar flow.
Both surface reaction and particle deposition are promoted
by turbulent eddies which exists in the upstream region.
However, the region which exhibits the effect of turbulent
eddies is different. For particle deposition, the effect of
turbulent eddies is exhibits only in the upstream region,
whereas such effect also exhibits in the downstream
region for surface reaction. This is because of the
remaining cross-sectional fluid motion caused by the
inflow turbulence. Although the magnitude of the crosssectional fluid motion is weak, such motion only affects
gaseous flow and cannot affect heavy particle motion.
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